Anaphora resolution is one of the themes in computational linguistics that seems to live forever. Although there has been a considerable amount of work in the past, researchers are still able to report on significant progress in this area-and it seems that the problems are far from being solved. The last monograph about anaphora resolution appeared more than 15 years ago with Carter's Interpreting Anaphors in Natural Language Texts (1987). Since then, anaphora resolution has taken an important role in applications such as summarization and open-domain question answering. These applications required a major shift in work on anaphora resolution: from theoretically motivated algorithms applicable to a few examples to robust systems dealing with unrestricted text. So it seems to be the right time for an update on monographs in the field.
tion to be performed robustly on unrestricted text without sacrificing performance. Mitkov motivates this approach justly with regard to applications like summarization, open-domain question answering, and so on. He also discusses briefly a few machine-learning and statistical approaches (e.g., Soon, Ng, and Lim 2001) .
Chapter 6, "The Role of Corpora in Anaphora Resolution," serves as an interlude before Mitkov finally presents his own approach in chapter 7, "An Approach in Focus: Mitkov's Robust Knowledge-Poor Algorithm." He describes several stages of his work on pronoun resolution. He begins with his "original approach," which consists of a set of heuristics in the spirit of the knowledge-poor approaches described in chapter 5. Mitkov then shows how his approach can be applied to languages other than English (Polish, Arabic, French) and how it benefits from being applied to parallel corpora (English, French) . Whereas the original approach expects manually corrected input, a reimplemented version of the approach called MARS (Mitkov's anaphora resolution system) gets its input from a chain of preprocessing modules. Hence this version is fully automatic and does not depend on manual intervention. Chapter 8, "Evaluation in Anaphora Resolution," introduces Mitkov's new evaluation metric and reports results for the original approach, MARS, several baselines, and other systems using this metric. Mitkov concludes the book with a chapter on outstanding issues.
The book has several strengths, but unfortunately also weaknesses. On the strong side there is a well-chosen, comprehensive, and easily accessible overview of important work in the past. The first part of the book can be recommended to anyone new to the field. This part of the book not only gives an overview of past work, but also presents many points that may help even seasoned practitioners to improve their anaphora resolution algorithms. For example, section 2.2.1 gives some information on the identification of anaphors that at least this reviewer did not know before. The same is true for section 2.2.3 and chapter 4, which describe factors used for anaphora resolution. Some of these factors were brought to this reviewer's attention only by the book.
However, Mitkov's overview of present work seems to be biased. He focuses almost exclusively on the knowledge-poor approaches that had their heyday in the midand late 1990s. Since then, the advantages of machine-learning approaches have led to a decline of the knowledge-poor approaches. Machine-learning approaches prevailed because they performed as well as knowledge-poor approaches but were more robust, more domain-independent, and-in contrast to the knowledge-poor approachestheoretically more sound. Whereas heuristics used by the knowledge-poor approaches need to be manually tuned and optimized, machine-learning algorithms tune themselves during training. So in a comprehensive and up-to-date survey of the field, one would expect a more thorough discussion of machine-learning approaches to anaphora resolution.
The same criticism can be applied to Mitkov's chapter on evaluation. In section 8.2, he briefly points out inconsistencies in earlier definitions of precision and recall. He uses this as motivation for his own proposal, which takes up most of this chapter. Only once, however, does he mention the widely used model-theoretic evaluation metric developed by Vilain et al. (1995) for the coreference task in the MUC conferences. It would have been very helpful if Mitkov had explained this inherently difficultto-understand but very important evaluation metric. The benefit of Mitkov's chapter on evaluation is that he makes it clear that there are vast differences between the evaluation of anaphora resolution algorithms (expecting perfect input) and anaphora resolution systems (depending on a chain of preprocessing modules yielding errorprone input).
In addition, it is necessary to point out that the title of the book is slightly misleading. Though the book is called Anaphora Resolution, the work described mainly concerns pronoun resolution. There are only a few passages dedicated to anaphora resolution beyond pronouns, such as the resolution of definite noun phrases (e.g., section 5.6, which briefly describes the approach by Vieira and Poesio [2000] ). Factors used for this task are discussed only briefly within the context of machine-learning approaches (e.g., Soon, Ng, and Lim 2001) . Researchers looking for information about anaphora resolution in general will not get much information from Mitkov's book.
Since Mitkov is a devotee of the knowledge-poor approaches, which do not have much theoretical underpinning, he does not provide a systematic synthesis at the end of the book, neither theoretically nor empirically. He does not say why certain approaches work better than other approaches. He does not provide an overview of similarities and differences in the approaches discussed in terms of the factors they use.
On a final note, I got the impression that this is not the book about anaphora resolution that could fill the large gap since Carter's monograph. Mitkov's book (especially the first chapters) can be recommended to anyone new to the field or researchers interested in knowledge-poor approaches for pronoun resolution. If, however, you are interested in either theoretical or machine-learning approaches or if you are looking for information about anaphora beyond pronouns, you will have to wait for the next book on that topic.
